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ABSTRACT: As software development is a complex process, with high variance on both methodologies and objectives, it is difficult to define or measure software qualities and quantities and to determine a valid and concurrent measurement metric, especially when making such a prediction prior to the detail design. Another source of difficulty and debate is in determining which metrics matter, and what they mean. The practical utility of software measurements has thus been limited to narrow domains where they include: Schedule, Size/Complexity, Cost and Quality etc. Common goal of measurement may target one or more of the above aspects, or the balance between them as indicator of team’s motivation or project performance. This work will explore the recent development related to software metrics. Main objective of research work is to analyze the software quality measurements and its requirements and to explore develop a quality metrics for each attribute, mentioned above. For experiment purpose, we will use a the relationship between various factors i.e. program size, ownership and developer quality and to software metric tool, called CCCC', in order to explore the attributes of software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As software development is a complex process, with high variance on both methodologies and objectives, it is difficult to define or measure software qualities and quantities and to determine a valid and concurrent measurement metric, especially when making such a prediction prior to the detail design. Another source of difficulty and debate is in determining which metrics matter, and what they mean. The practical utility of software measurements has thus been limited to narrow domains where they include: Schedule, Size/Complexity, Cost and Quality etc. Common goal of measurement may target one or more of the above aspects, or the balance between them as indicator of team’s motivation or project performance.

Main objective of research work is to analyze the software quality measurements for the followings:
- To explore the relationship between program size, ownership and developer quality
- To develop a quality metrics for each attribute, mentioned above

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Mohsin et al. [34] suggested an approach which explores effective code comprehension by combining Software metrics and technique called Program Slicing. Program slicing is static program analysis process for code automation which can develop efficient measures for coupling, cohesion, complexity. Such novel design of software metrics with analytical approach can insure reliable development of software system.

A. Abdi et al. [35] proposed some security metrics in different software development phases and validates them based on some standardized criteria. Different phases have different metrics that are defined based on their results and
products. By using proposed security metrics during software development cycle, the final product will be secure and qualified.

K. Akingbehin et al. [36] presented a structured unifying framework for software metrics (numerical software measurements), based on the three "primary metrics" of function points (FP), person-months (PM), and lines of code (LOC). The framework is based on a layered model, with the three primary metrics constituting the lowest layer. An important property of the primary metrics, referred to as the "convertibility property" is that a primary metric can easily be converted to another primary metric. Time is also included in this layer as a fundamental (not necessarily software) primary metric. The second layer consists of general-purpose metrics such as productivity measures, which are computed from the primary metrics, and the third layer consists of special-purpose metrics such as reliability and quality measures. This third layer is inherently extensible. The framework readily lends itself for use in both instructional and practitioner environments.

Franca, J.M.S et al. [37] proposed a solution to solve Code scattering and code tangling issues, based on specific software construction known as aspect. Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) has been widely studied since its introduction with the promise of improving modularization by addressing crosscutting concerns. Few studies on empirical evaluation of the benefits of aspect-oriented paradigm were published. Results presented in these studies are frequently subjective, and some studies are non-conclusive. In addition, these studies are based on the implementation of only one or two crosscutting concerns into aspects, and the evaluation is based on few software metrics. In this article, the evaluation of AOP implementation through software metrics is proposed. The main idea is to implement crosscutting concerns as aspects, with focus on those that were not given properly attention in the literature.

Anjana Gosain et al. [33] explored the different types of dynamic software metrics for object oriented approaches under the constraints of validation and software quality. They subdivided the metrics into different categories i.e. size which can be defined as the size of the code on disk as well as memory size occupancy by same code at run time, complexity which can be defined by frequency, cohesion and coupling can describe the inside and outside bounding/dependency of existing modules over each other at run time, inheritance describes the frequency of interaction between parent and child classes and polymorphism metric can describe behavior index as ratio of polymorphic and non polymorphic dispatches to be executed. They also represented the Software quality attributes, metric types and their validation graphically.

Chandan Kumar et al. [17] represented an error estimation scheme for software based on BBN metrics. Authors focused on the early development stages at which it is quite hard to use metrics and considered the reliability and uncertainty in these phases. Analysis results show accuracy of proposed method in terms of error detection at early stages.

Tao Yue et al. [18] developed a framework to produce quality metrics for MOF meta models to measure the quality of models. Comparison of newly produced metrics with manually defined quality metrics using UML classes and sequence diagrams shows that it automatic produced metrics are more efficient and can ensure the software quality in more accurate way. Proposed work can be extended to develop metric for MOF-based languages.

Greiler, M. et al. [19] explored the concept of ownership metrics and identify the relationship between quality and ownership using a specific product family and they showed the relationship between them in the presence of errors. Their analysis proved the correlation between ownership and frequency of fixed bugs at file/directory level. They defined a prediction model for classification of defective and non-defective entities. Proposed work can be extended to analyze dynamic changes in ownership and its impact over code quality using different product teams.

Yilin Qiu et al. [20] explored a metric related to developer quality using various open source software and considered some important facts related to quality contribution distribution, evaluation and its correlation and impact over software. They also investigated the code complexity of generated code and its ownership for quality measurement. Finally they concluded that code complexity and frequency of errors in code are also effected by the developer’s quality. Current research work can be further extended for defect prediction and software process management.
Sandeep Kaur et al. [21] explored the relation between size and object oriented metrics under different constraints i.e. abstractness, bug density, refactor method and dead code etc. Their analysis shows negative relationship of abstractness and bug frequency with size and object oriented metrics which is positive for refactor method and dead code. Accuracy of their results also depends upon the metric tools used for analysis purpose. Current research work can be extended for big data and other open source software.

Gulnara Zhabelova et al. [22] developed a metric for IEC 61499 function blocks which can be used for analysis of power system protection. They focused on suitable tools to be used to estimate the metrics i.e. Line of Code, Operands/Operators, DIT, NOC, Fan-In/Fan-Out etc. However it is not capable enough to identify the hidden complexity.

Sungdo Gu et al. [23] focused on the cost of development and maintenance w.r.t. bug density per LOC and presented a method which can select subsets of metrics on the basis of relationship and those can be further validated using Poisson Regression Model. As per the results, network based approach can easily recognize the relations using object oriented metrics and it can optimize the cost of different activities i.e. development, maintenance and can enhance efficiency. Proposed scheme can be extended to explore the relations between feature/response variable.

### III. PROPOSED SCHEME

Code ownership, software quality and maintainability
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**Figure: 4.1**

Code Ownership can be defined as the percentage of changes made by each contributor. If anyone has made the highest changes that means percentage of Ownership increases over the developed code.

Ownership can be subdivided in to two different categories:

- Total percentage of Ownership
- Component’s Ownership

**Total percentage of Ownership:** \[ \frac{\text{Contribution made}}{\text{Total Contribution}} \]

**Component’s Ownership:** \[ \frac{\text{Contribution made for a specific module}}{\text{Total Contribution made for a specific module}} \]
Each category has its own impact over the software quality and its maintainability.

Code quality can be defined as

$$Quality = 1 - \frac{\sum \text{Bugs introduced}}{\sum \text{contribution made}}$$

contribution made for each commit = $$\sum_{i=0}^{n} LOC(Commit)$$

Where LOC defines the program size.

Contribution can be further subdivided:

- MINOR Contribution: Minimum number of changes made to code which can alter the functionality of a module
- MAJOR Contribution: Major number of changes made to code which can alter the functionality of a module
- TOTAL Contribution: Overall changes made to code which can alter the functionality of a entire software

Percentage of Ownership over code is directly proportional to the number of commits made by contributor and its impact is calculated on the basis of the number of bugs fixed/number of bugs introduced (over each commit). Experienced contributor will introduce less bugs as compared to the contributor having no experience in the relevant field, thus may degrade the overall quality of software. Now the developed metrics shows the Tags used:

NOM=Number of modules
Number of non-trivial modules identified by the analyser. Non-trivial modules include all classes, and any other module for which member functions are identified.

LOC = Lines of Code

Number of non-blank, non-comment lines of source code counted by the analyser.

COM = Lines of Comments

Number of lines of comment identified by the analyser

MVG = McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity

A measure of the decision complexity of the functions which make up the program. The strict definition of this measure is that it is the number of linearly independent routes through a directed acyclic graph which maps the flow of control of a subprogram. The analyser counts this by recording the number of distinct decision outcomes contained within each function, which yields a good approximation to the formally defined version of the measure.

$L_C$ = Lines of code per line of comment

Indicates density of comments with respect to textual size of program

$M_C$ = Cyclomatic Complexity per line of comment

Indicates density of comments with respect to logical complexity of program

IF4 = Information Flow measure

Large Scale Projects

Scheduling and dispatching project

Figure: code contribution

Figure: above shoes the contribution made by each developer. It can be observed that experienced developer has made the highest contribution in development as compared to others. So it indicates that it will also have the impact over the software quality.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explored the various software metrics developed by other researchers and defined a metrics which can recognize the relationship between develops skill, experience in relevant field and its impact over software maintainability and quality.

We have explored the three different software projects having different program size. If there are 3 developers then we can calculate: If we assume that 60% commits are made by experience developer over LOC=1024 then Total ownership= (614.4/1024)*100=60% for experience level developer

Quality = (1- (10)/614.4)*100=98.37%. If we assume that 30% commits are made by medium level developer then Total ownership= (307.2/1024)*100=30%. Quality = (1- (30)/ 307.2)*100=90.23% and If we assume that 10% commits are made by medium level developer then Total ownership= (102.4/1024)*100=10% and Quality = (1- (60)/ 102.4)*100=41.40%.

It can be observed that experienced developer has made the highest contribution in development as compared to others. So it indicates that it will also have the impact over the software quality. Experience developer will introduce less bugs as compared to other developers, medium level developer can utilize his skills to reduce the bugs but fresher depends upon the theoretical knowledge and starts learning from his experience.

If program size increases then the probability of bugs increases and fresher can introduce more bugs as compared to others.
It can also be observed that it is easy to maintain the small program size as compared to the large one. As the program size increases, only experience developer can ensure the quality and maintainability of the software up to 60%. Medium experienced developer can ensure the maintainability up to 30% and for fresher’s, it is only 10%, which is lowest as compared to others.

Finally, it can be concluded that experience and skills of the developer have an impact over the code ownership, code quality and its maintainability. All these factors are affected by the program size also.

For small program size, all developers can perform well, but if program size increases, code quality decrease w.r.t. experience and the contribution made in code ownership.
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